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F O R E I G N  R I G H T S  C A T A L O G U E

I N T E R A C T I V E

Since its creation in Barcelona in 2004, 

Libros del Zorro Rojo has established itself 

as a leading international publisher of illustrated 

books for readers of all ages, and has since 

published more than 500 titles.

For our publishing house, illustrating is about 

creating a work by bringing two languages together: 

literature and the fine arts. Word and image blossom 

in the fertile ground binding them: the 

art of publishing. A delicate and precise craft, 

where careful attention to translation and exquisite 

design make every edition unique.

Works where beauty is not intended as a 

decorative feature, but as a means for the reflective 

development of the reader. The books that 

articulate and define our catalogue, for children, 

young readers and adults alike, are books which, 

through their uniqueness, look to fulfil the reader’s 

urge to discover their own meanings. Literature 

that does not standardise or conform, that is non-

complacent, and raises issues. Literature that is 

inclusive, arouses curiosity and, most importantly, 

brings pleasure to reading.

I l l u s t r a t e d  Y o u n g  &  A d u l t  B o o k s
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The Golem 
Gustav Meyrink
Illus.: Alejandra Acosta

Helena’s Dreams
Eduardo Galeano
Illus.: Isidro Ferrer

The Pursuer
Julio Cortázar
Illus.: José Muñoz

Aura  
Carlos Fuentes
Illus.: Alejandra Acosta
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Rosanna Staus

Chickens and Other Tales 
Rafael Barrett 
Illus.: Clara-Iris

Ballad on Approving 
of the World
Bertolt Brecht
Illus.: Henning Wagenbreth

Other Martian Chronicles
Ray Bradbury
Illus.: David de las Heras

The Great Zoo
Nicolás Guilén
Illus.: Arnal Ballester

Odes to Food and Other 
Elementary Pleasures
Pablo Neruda
Illus.: Javier Zabala

Dog Years
Kaye Blegvad

The Monk and the 
Hangman’s Daughter
Ambrose Bierce
Illus.: Santiago Caruso

The Bloody Countess
Alejandra Pizarnik
Illus.: Santiago Caruso

The Color Out of Space
H. P. Lovecraft
Illus.: Salvador Sanz

The Dragon
Ray Bradbury
Illus.: Svetlin Vassilev
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Neil Gaiman
Illus.: Santiago Caruso

The Black Cat
Edgar Allan Poe
Illus.: Luis Scafati

Bestiary of Vices 
and Virtues
Leonardo Da Vinci
Illus.: Redmer Hoekstra

The Horla and Other 
Horror Tales
Guy de Maupassant
Illus.: Mauro Cascioli

Incandescent Miniature
Emily Dickinson
Illus.: Lucila Biscione

1984
George Orwell
Illus.: Luis Scafati

The Book of Tea
Kakuzô Okakura
Illus.: Isidro Ferrer

Anarchy Explained 
to Children
José Antonio Emmanuel
Illus.: Fábrica de Estampas
Design and typography: 
Imprenta Rescate

Metropolis
Homage to Fritz Lang 
by Christian Montenegro
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This edition compiles twenty odes in 
which the poet pays homage to food and 
other elementary pleasures linked to art 
and the act of eating. Under this culinary 
reference, these odes are not only a joyful 
enumeration of some of the prosperous 
elements that nature offers us, but also 
a profound reflection on the conquest and 
colonization of the Americas. A profound 
tribute to the Americas and its ever-
exuberant fruits pulsates throughout Odes 
to Food and Other Elementary Pleasures. 

The illustrations by Javier Zabala, whose 
avant-garde and pictorial language is 
unique and widely recognisable, explore 
the nuances in the elements described 
by Neruda.

Odes to Food and Other 
Elementary Pleasures
Pablo Neruda  
Illustrated by Javier Zabala

138 x 235 mm
Paperback with Flaps
96 pgs.

P O E T R Y

A Hymn to Nature Bounty by Nobel  laureate Pablo Neruda

“but when to the rocks of Castile
the poor defeated captains

returned,
they held up in their hands

not a golden cup,
but the potato

of marine Chiloé.”

“

Rights available

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R EJavier Zabala
Spanish
National
Illustration
Prize

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OYONp0nkzyL1UlY1FAaFlHGQXXbVs0Mq/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UXoFokjVoGMgbeKYu4aXhNyXCa5whdMR/view?usp=sharing


Other Martian Chronicles expands 
the already familiar universe of Ray 
Bradbury’s masterpiece published in 1950. 
Some unpublished in Spanish and others 
published piecemeal, these stories tell 
the tale of the first families to emigrate 
to Mars, of the solitary explorers who 
yield to their visions, of the colonizers 
who increasingly feel dangerously 
extraterrestrial, and of the ungrateful 
terrestrials. 

The illustrations by David de las Heras 
– of the classic canon, yet surrealistic 
in approach – are very much in keeping 
with these science fiction stories, where 
the human figure, emotions, settings 
and landscape are of particular narrative 
importance.

Other Martian Chronicles
Ray Bradbury 
Illustrated by David de las Heras

165 x 240 mm
Paperback
128 pgs.

S C I E N C E - F I C T I O N

What ever y Ray Bradbur y’s  reader should have

“He moved to the dark canal where the stars shone 
in the quivering waters. Underwater, in row after fish-like row, 

rusting, were the robot populations of Mars he had constructed over the years, 
and, in a wild realization of his own insane inadequacy, 

had commanded to march, one two three four! 
into the canal deeps, plunging, bubbling like sunken bottles. 

He had killed them and shown no remorse.”

“

“In a tiny room in his parent’s garage, where only him, 
a table and a chair would fit, Ray Bradbury dreamt and wrote over thirty 

stories about the colonization of Mars. He was 25 years old. (…) 
Of all of the material he had frantically written in his parent’s garage, 

around twenty texts, between short stories and brief passages, were left out 
of the original book; texts that were as good as the ones which made it, 
written with the same warmth and human understanding. The best are 

included in this volume: the story of colonists who try to find a way of putting 
down roots, lonely explorers who give into seductive visions, settlers who 

began to feel dangerously Martian, vagabonds who search for a fabulous bottle 
from which they expect to drink more than alcohol, a young 

surviving Martian who is attracted to an inscrutable terrestrial woman, 
a monster that has no conscience of what it is, Martians who, 

after all, seemed to have survived and are hidden in faraway places 
showing hospitality to the last, ungrateful earthlings.” 

Marcial Souto

Rights available

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OYONp0nkzyL1UlY1FAaFlHGQXXbVs0Mq/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=
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An unusual bestiary and a surprising book 
of tales in which poetry, humor and social 
commentary flow together, The Great Zoo 
is one of the key works in Latin American 
poetry. Guillen’s astonishing verbal 
power achieves its maximum expression 
in these texts. 

With these illustrations, Arnal Ballester, 
winner of the National Prize for 
Illustration 2008, has managed to 
establish a surprising dialogue with the 
words of the great Cuban poet, to create 
an unparalleled work.

The Great Zoo
Nicolás Guillén 
Illustrated by Arnal Ballester

205 x 268 mm
Hardback / Paperback
64 pgs.

P O E T R Y

From the national  poet  of  Cuba

Rights available

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

“In the aquarium of the Great Zoo, / swims the Caribbean.
This seagoing / and enigmatic animal / has a crystal crescent,

a blue back, a green tail, / a belly of dense coral, / gray fins of cyclone speed.
In the aquarium, this inscription:

“Beware: it bites.”

“
“In the aquarium of the Great Zoo, / swims the Caribbean.

This seagoing / and enigmatic animal / has a crystal crescent,
a blue back, a green tail, / a belly of dense coral, / gray fins of cyclone speed.

In the aquarium, this inscription:
‘Beware: it bites.’”

“

Arnal Ballester
Spanish
National
Illustration
Prize

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OYONp0nkzyL1UlY1FAaFlHGQXXbVs0Mq/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=
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One of the 
100 Novels 
That Shaped 
Our World, 
listed by BBC

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

165 x 240 mm
Paperback
300 pgs.

1984
George Orwell
Illustrated by Luis Scafati

Published in 1949 as a warning against 
totalitarianism,1984 is a chilling dystopia 
whose ideas entered mainstream culture 
in a way achieved by very few books. 
Many of its concepts, such as Big Brother 
and the Thought Police, are instantly 
recognized and understood, often as 
bywords for modern social and political 
abuses. Winston Smith, the book’s hero, 
is the symbol of the values of civilized 
life, and his defeat is a poignant reminder 
of the vulnerability of such values in the 
midst of all-powerful states.

Luis Scafati’s illustrations admirably 
recreate the suffocating atmosphere of 
totalitarian regimes in a context where 
nothing is illegal since there are no laws 
to protect their subjects.

The best  social  dystopian novel  of  al l  t imes!

S C I E N C E  F I C T I O N

“Being in a minority, even in a minority of one, did not make you mad. 
There was truth and there was untruth, and if you clung to the truth even 

against the whole world, you were not mad.”

“Power is not a means; it is an end. 
One does not establish a dictatorship in order to safeguard a revolution; 

one makes the revolution in order to establish the dictatorship. 
The object of persecution is persecution. The object of torture is torture. 

The object of power is power. 
Now you begin to understand me.”

“If you want a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping 
on a human face - for ever.”

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Na4zHDRu3FHZKb5UBWBPXMdn89YClIJj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rTIp6Bp-u9elAw6MaymZ-UZmx-iPSm6Q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rTIp6Bp-u9elAw6MaymZ-UZmx-iPSm6Q/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


Metropolis
Homage to Fritz Lang
by  Christian Montenegro

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

Fritz Lang’s work is one of the greatest 
films in the history of cinema and the first 
feature film to be considered Memory 
of the World by UNESCO. In this graphic 
novel, Christian Montenegro emphasizes 
chromatic contrasts so as to re-edit 
this clash of worlds. The rich elite, who 
rule from shining skyscrapers, and the 
shadows of the underworld where workers 
are stretched to their limits by endless 
workdays. Montenegro plays with hard 
lines and digital technique, which recreate 
the machine like essence and features 
of this urban labyrinth where the great 
absentee is love.

200 x 280 mm
Hardback
128 pgs.

I N  T H E  S A M E  S E R I E :

Potemkin
Homage to S. Eisenstein
by Pablo Auladell

The masterpiece of  German cinema, now as Graphic Novel !

S C I E N C E  F I C T I O N

“THE MEDIATOR BETWEEN 
HEAD AND HANDS MUST BE THE HEART!”

“...and where are the people, Father, whose hands built your city?”

“But the hands that built the Tower of Babel knew nothing 
of the dream of which the head that had conceived it had been fantasizing.

The hymns of praise of one man became the curses of others.
The same language was spoken, but these men 

did not understand one another...”

“

Rights available

https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/METRO%CC%81POLIS_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_Pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z8JAH7S23rkNUSZ5NDve1xCHcyYXHD2N/view?usp=sharing
https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/METRO%CC%81POLIS_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_Pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


P O L I T I C A L  E S S A Y

Anarchy Explained  
to Children 
José Antonio Emmanuel
Illustrated by Fábrica de Estampas
Design and typography by Imprenta Rescate 

This publication rediscovers a valuable 
historical document that has remained out 
of print in Spain since the Second Spanish 
Republic. La anarquía explicada a los 
niños (1931) was a pamphlet conceived  
to put an end to children’s ignorance and to
emancipate them from the obscurantist 
power of the Catholic Church.

Faithful to the original text, this publication 
includes Fábrica de Estampas illustrations 
that were completed for the 2017 Argentine 
edition. Each of the tenets is accompanied 
by a block print that manages to transmit the 
beauty of the world anarchists hope to build.

La anarquía explicada a los niños (“Anarchy 
Explained to Children”) calls for a society 
in which girls and boys grow up free and 
are inspired by values such as mutual aid, 
equality, universal love and human solidarity.

A bestsel l ing historical  document,  beautiful ly  i l lustrated

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

205 x 268 mm
Paperback
48 pgs.

Rights available

“Study 
May books be your best friends, your advisors, your guides. 

We will never know enough. Those who contribute to science contribute 
to Anarchy. Act on your curiosities, get to the bottom 

of the mysteries surrounding you.”

““Support 
Encourage those who falter; lift the spirits of those who despair on seeing 

triumph so distant. Mutual aid is a sacred, universal obligation.”

“Keep no slaves 
Aspire to being free, and may these longings for freedom embrace everyone. 

Do not enslave anyone. No bird, no living being 
should be locked away with impunity.”

https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/LA-ANARQUI%CC%81A-EXPLICADA-A-LOS-NIN%CC%83OS_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jMSLIEiXneZh2aIXKGfUkZTZeEPW4uyM/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=
https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/LA-ANARQUI%CC%81A-EXPLICADA-A-LOS-NIN%CC%83OS_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf


This work sinks its roots into Zen 
philosophy and unfolds around the 
concept of the empty core and the 
delicacy of objects that form part of a 
harmonious composition of space. It is a 
text that retrieves the thousand-year-old 
traditions of Japan and those of ancient 
classical China.

It is a literary testament to a culture 
that was consigned to oblivion for new 
generations at the beginning of the 20th 
century. 

The illustrator Isidro Ferrer has used 
natural elements, such as flowers and tea 
plants, to enhance the poetic essence of 
Okakura’s work.

The Book of Tea
Kakuzô Okakura
Illustrated by Isidro Ferrer

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

120 x 165 mm
Hardback
200 pgs.

A classic  of  Japanese l i terature

E S S A Y  /  E A S T E R N  P H I L O S O P H Y

Isidro Ferrer
Spanish 
National 
Illustration 
Prize

“Teaism is a cult founded on the adoration of the beautiful 
among the sordid facts of everyday existence. It inculcates purity and harmony, 

the mystery of mutual charity, the romanticism of the social order. 
It is essentially a worship of the Imperfect, 

as it is a tender attempt to accomplish something possible 
in this impossible thing we know as life.”

“

Rights available

https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/EL-LIBRO-DEL-TE%CC%81_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_Pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t19JCUxM2F1n7c8vNlY5JEU9tm5yXyw2/view?usp=sharing
https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/EL-LIBRO-DEL-TE%CC%81_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_Pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


Incandescent Miniature
Emily Dickinson
Illustrated by Lucila Biscione

Selected, commented and translated 

by María Negroni

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

This bilingual edition compiles 185 poems 
unpublished in Spain, arranged according 
to the date of writing, is accompanied 
by Lucila Biscione’s elegant papercutting 
artwork, which is perfectly in tune with 
the broken syntax of Dickinson’s verses, 
with their sobriety, yet without detracting 
from the beauty, paradox and fine details 
found in her poetry.

We encounter turbulent, floral quatrains 
that are frivolous and frayed; poems that 
become elegiac, even arid or abstract, 
searching for links between orders of 
different realities. A book of offering 
that turns reading into a sensorial 
experience, where each verse is like a mini 
enlightenment. 

138 x 235 mm
Hardback
120 pgs.

A singular  br i l l iance of  style  and integrity  of  vision

A M E R I C A N  P O E T R Y

“Speech – is a prank of Parliament –
Tears – a trick of the nerve –

But the Heart with the heaviest freight on –
Doesn’t – always – move –”

(to Samuel Bowles) 

Emily Dickinson 

“The poet wrote these quatrains as little charms 
and then send them - adjusting them according 

to the interlocutor -  as if they were gifts.” 

María Negroni

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O3tD1szkENLyuALpfAeZIQcxitfqA91u/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V65AB6iep0VGbBMl_t54kP4yGhVaHbpb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O3tD1szkENLyuALpfAeZIQcxitfqA91u/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


Brecht,  an eternal  darl ing of  left ist  lovers  of  poetr y

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

155 x 155 mm
Hardback
44 pgs.

Ballad on Approving 
of the World
Bertolt Brecht
Illustrated by Henning Wagenbreth

Brecht wrote this Ballad in 1932. It is an 
ironical and lucid denunciation against 
bourgeois domination and the different 
social strata: politicians, military men, 
judges, policemen  and intellectuals 
supporting that domination. Moreover, its 
perceptive text aims at shaking  a society 
that was going to give power to  those who 
“are about to slit humanity’s throat”.

The ingenious graphics by artist Henning 
Wagenbreth accentuate this satire’s 
message.

C O M M I T T E D  P O E T R Y

“I’m not unjust, I’m not courageous either.
They pointed out their world to me today

I saw the bloodstains on the pointing finger
And quickly said “I like my world that way”.

“Since poverty and baseness leave me cold
My pen falls silent; times are on the move.

Yet all that’s dirtiest in your dirty world
Includes, I know, the fact that I approve.” 

“

Rights available

https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/BALADA-DEL-CONSENTIMIENTOA-ESTE-MUNDO_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_Pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qrRbh5emOonEPseiGi0lVtK9v68EuLgD/view?usp=sharing
https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/BALADA-DEL-CONSENTIMIENTOA-ESTE-MUNDO_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_Pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

The humanization of animals in Bestiary 
of Vices and Virtues acts as a reflection of 
the vices and virtues of human beings, 
and invites reflection at a time of delicate 
environmental balance marked by the 
threat of extinction of many species.

You will not only discover da Vinci’s love 
of nature and the keen observer, but 
also the sensitive and imaginative man. 
Redmer Hoekstra’s illustrations explore 
this encounter between two worlds 
through detailed pencil prints with 
surrealistic strokes, clearly influenced 
by M. C. Escher, Roland Topor and René 
Magritte...

Bestiary of Vices  
and Virtues
Leonardo Da Vinci
Illustrated by Redmer Hoekstra

140 x 210 mm
Hardback
64 pgs. 

Words by the Renaissance genius Leonardo da Vinci, master of the saper vedere

B E S T I A R Y

“Was it at all dishonorable to discover for oneself, 
by observation and by the sweat of one‘s brow, that there is but one science; 

that which nature shapes both in the dark caverns 
and in the breast of nightingales?”

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YzyevQeYFW-hUrsxS7MDDGAfjOnVacvI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pWnBet6MoVmCnDTLY1ZIrKtPYOax46ek/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pWnBet6MoVmCnDTLY1ZIrKtPYOax46ek/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


The Dragon, a key story in the genre of 
fantasy, was published for the first time 
in Esquire magazine in 1955. Two knights 
dressed in armor await the arrival of a 
dragon they must kill in the darkness of 
the moors. They have never seen it, but 
they describe it as a huge and monstrous 
one-eyed beast spitting fire and smoke. 

This edition retrieves one of the most 
acclaimed stories by the author of 
Fahrenheit 451 and Martian Chronicles, 
interpreted by the mastery of Svetlin 
Vassilev, who unfolds, in its pages, superb 
representations of this mythological beast, 
symbol of the ancestral human fear of the 
unknown. 

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

En el lejano pasado, unos pedruscos se habían 
desintegrado, aparentando vida. Ahora solo la noche 
andaba en las almas de los dos hombres, acurrucados 
junto al solitario fuego; la oscuridad les corría 
silenciosa por las venas y les latía en las muñecas 
y las sienes.

La luz de la lumbre les aleteaba en los rostros asustados 
y les entraba en los ojos dibujando jirones anaranjados. 
Se espiaban uno al otro la débil y fría respiración, 
los parpadeos de lagarto. Por fin, uno de ellos atizó 
el fuego con la espada.

Dragon.indd   11 1/21/19   3:03 PM

The Dragon
Ray Bradbury 
Illustrated by Svetlin Vassilev

240 x 320 mm
Hardback
32 pgs. 

An invaluable delight  for  Bradbur y readers 

F A N T A S Y

Dragon.indd   20 1/21/19   3:04 PM

“What a land of nightmares. Everything happens here. Someone blows 
out the sun; it‘s night. And then, and then, oh. God, listen!”

“In silence, the men buckled on their armour and mounted their horses. 
The midnight wilderness was split by a monstrous gushing as the dragon 

roared nearer, nearer; its Hashing yellow glare spurted above a hill and then, 
fold on fold of dark body, distantly seen, therefore indistinct, 

flowed over that hill and plunged vanishing into a valley.”

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VuuAJp8oKh6_0eT6lLvPa4O9wLYUl_3p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kVAJr6POY0w5flL-jG8MOAVmYUe9W70F/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VuuAJp8oKh6_0eT6lLvPa4O9wLYUl_3p/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


165 x 240 mm
Hardback
96 pgs.

Neil  Gaiman,  multi-award-winning author of  Coraline  and Sandman

Invocations
Neil Gaiman
Illustrated by  Santiago Caruso

Through the short stories and poems 
making up this edition, Neil Gaiman 
plunges us into labyrinths of time and 
space: time and space turn into malleable 
substances, but never at the characters’ 
or, indeed, the reader’s will. The effect 
is bleak, disturbing, and the setting, 
unpredictable. From the dawn of time, 
through the dark reversion of classic tales 
such as “Snow White”, to the petrified 
becoming of eternal punishment inflicted 
by infernal beings, the beings that haunt 
these tales pay homage to the sinister.

Santiago Caruso breaks down the 
shadows, enhances their hues, and plays 
with bending bodies where an array 
of fauna nourishes the concept of the 
monstrous, leaving us to face a thought-
provoking mirror of horror.

F A N T A S Y  /  T E R R O R

Neil Gaiman

AWARDS 

S E E  A W A R D S

“Remember: that giants sleep too soundly; that witches are often 
betrayed by their appetites; dragons have one soft spot, somewhere, always; 

hearts can be well-hidden, and you can betray them with your tongue.”

“Sometimes my lovers rise to walk the night...
Sometimes they lie, cold corpse beneath the stone,

And never know the joys of bed and blood,
Of walking through the shadows of the world;

Instead they rot to maggots. O my love
They whispered you had risen, in my dream.” 

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K_n0JsTEaMij79NdkgDhL-mbcUQst1CX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K_n0JsTEaMij79NdkgDhL-mbcUQst1CX/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


235 x 205 mm
Paperback / Hardback
64 pgs.

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

The most  famous Edgar Al lan Poe short  stories 

T E R R O R  /  C L A S S I C A L  S H O R T  S T O R I E S 

In the short stories in this collection, The 
Black Cat, The Pit and the Pendulum,
and The Premature Burial, the everyday 
reveals to the reader a second, darker
nature. Hallucination or reality? An 
ambiguous threshold into the fantastical
universe of Edgar Allan Poe.

The illustrations by Luis Scafati, in black 
and white, wonderfully depict the peculiar 
ambiances and characters in these 
selected stories, inviting the reader to 
embark on a memorable adventure. 

Luis Scafati experiments with drawing 
in various variants, developing an 
eclectic style where various schools and 
techniques converge. 

The Black Cat
Edgar Allan Poe
Illustrated by Luis Scafati

Luis Scafati
Grand Prize 
of Honor 
at the  National 
Drawing Room, 
Argentina

The Invisible Man
H. G. Wells

The Scarlet Plague
Jack London

Report on the Blind
Ernesto Sabato

Arthur Gordon Pym
Jack London

Bestiary
Pablo Neruda

Strange Case of 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Robert Louis Stevenson

Dracula
Luis Scafati

The Absent City
Ricardo Piglia

The Metamorphosis
Franz Kafka

O T H E R  T I T L E S  I L L U S T R A T E D  B Y  L U I S  S C A F A T I . . .

Rights available

https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/EL-GATO-NEGRO-Y-OTROS-RELATOS-DE-TERROR_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/EL-GATO-NEGRO-Y-OTROS-RELATOS-DE-TERROR_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UyMsxHhiLsAtu5MCp0yuN_8ZehOpNPMw/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


A meteorite crosses millions of miles and 
crashes into the Arkham hills. When it 
shatters, a hue ensues unlike anything 
seen before, and infects the aquifers. 
From this vital element, it spreads to 
animals and humans, deranging them and 
driving them mad. The threat becomes 
increasingly pervading and escape proves 
impossible. 

Chosen as one of the best stories in 1927, 
it was made into a film several times. 
Salvador Sanz’s illustrations hallmark, 
in a markedly hyper-realistic style, this 
metaphysical horror story through his 
powerful use of contrasts and bursts of 
light.

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

The Colour Out of Space
H. P. Lovecraft 
Illustrated by Salvador Sanz

160 x 240 mm
Paperback with Flaps
72 pgs.

Lovecraft’s  personal  favourite  short  stor y

C O S M I C  H O R R O R 

The Dunwich Horror
Illustrated by Santiago Caruso

At the Mountains 
of Madness 
Illustrated by Enrique Breccia

Bestiary
Illustrated by Enrique Alcatena

Landscapes 
and Apparitions
Illustrated by Enrique Alcatena

O T H E R  T I T L E S  B Y  H .  P .  L O V E C R A F T . . .

H. P. Lovecraft 
has redefined 
horror, creating 
his own 
mythos body 

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_jzpr5lRNP_kvGtArWXrGiTfcfW-ux7a/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1B5Tb-BCAJX8VjACrjoDrQIw9bSf27de0/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=108787513352802592990&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_jzpr5lRNP_kvGtArWXrGiTfcfW-ux7a/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


A triad of stories that probe the fissures of 
reality through which dark and disturbing
elements are cast, such as hallucinations, 
anguish, the sinister, and madness.
The underside of the peaceful everyday 
lurks, indomitable, ready to take the leap
to tear apart the substance on which the 
subject constructs what he naively
considers irreversible: his own being. 

Mauro Cascioli’s extraordinary 
illustrations reach dazzling heights of 
virtuosity in kaleidoscopic combinations 
which magnify the myriad of planes and 
meanings.

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

The Horla 
and Other Horror Tales
Guy de Maupassant 
Illustrated by Mauro Cascioli

180 x 265 mm
Hardback
80 pgs. 

An essential  classic  for  horror f ict ion readers

G O T H I C

“How profound is this mystery of the Invisible! 
We can’t explore it with our own poor senses, without eyes 

that don’t know how to perceive neither the tiny nor the enormous, 
nor what is very close nor very far, nor the inhabitants 

of a star nor the inhabitants of a drop of water…”

“Everything that surrounds us, everything that we see 
without looking at it, everything that we touch without knowing it, 

everything that we handle without feeling it, everything that we meet 
without clearly distinguishing it, has a rapid, surprising, 

and inexplicable effect upon us and upon our organs, 
and through them on our ideas and on our being itself.”

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TWvcsBenRlQ0maMicWZllgbIjPlF4_VN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V5_aa8-l-DTxyH21TIoAkfKig3J83fDL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TWvcsBenRlQ0maMicWZllgbIjPlF4_VN/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=


E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

Accused of murdering six hundred young 
girls, Erzsebet Bathory is one of the most
sinister criminals in history. In her castle 
in the Carpathians, at the end of the 17th
century, the countess crouches over her 
victims to bleed them to death and steal
their youth.

Her evil, fascinating legend has endured 
through the ages. The Bloody Countess
is one of the key works by Alejandra 
Pizarnik, a leading voice in twentieth-
century Latin American poetry, recognized 
and celebrated for its fixation on the 
nature of intimacy, madness, and death.

 Its pages are a masterful portrait of 
sadism and madness, which Santiago 
Caruso’s prints perfectly recreate. 

180 x 265 mm
Hardback / Paperback 
88 pgs. 

The Bloody Countess
Alejandra Pizarnik
Illustrated by Santiago Caruso

By one of the most oustanding female voices in Latin American literature

G O T H I C

“Sitting on her throne, the countess watches people being tortured, 
she listens to their screams. Her ancient, vile servant women are silent figures 

who bring fire, knives, needles, manacles; who torture young girls, 
then later bury them. Like the manacles or the knives, 

these old hags are instruments of possession. 
This dark ceremony has but a single, silent spectator.”

A. Pizarnik

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15PWtndU9pUcTb_iEiUeDhkUUol0YBfjI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/178cVFZmnF9G3L8_IX2hNtMoM7eoydoLA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15PWtndU9pUcTb_iEiUeDhkUUol0YBfjI/view?usp=sharing
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The Monk and the 
Hangman’s Daughter
Ambrose Bierce
Illustrated by Santiago Caruso

This novel  reads as  a  seamless,  almost  folktale-l ike masterpiece

E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

In 1680, the monastery of Berchtesgaden 
in the Bavarian Alps was the setting 
for the ill-fated love between a young 
Franciscan and the daughter of an 
executioner.

Two centuries later, Ambrose Bierce 
interpreted the sinister details of this 
legend giving rise to what would be his 
only novel. Guilt, terror and destruction 
are the basis of his tragedy.

The Monk and the Hangman’s Daughter 
is one of the highest exponents of Gothic 
literature – especially from America. 
Santiago Caruso’s images accurately 
depict the intrigue in these pages, lighting 
up the dark beauty encoded in this text.

160 x 240 mm
Hardback / Paperback
144 pgs.

G O T H I C

“LORD, Savior of my soul, whither hast Thou led me?
Here am I in the culprit‘s tower, a condemned murderer, 

and tomorrow at sunrise I shall be taken to the gallows and hanged!
For whoso slays a fellow being, he shall be slain; 

that is the law of God and man.”

“There is no place, it seems, free from the intrusion of Man, 
who stretches out his hand for everything, 

even that which is in the air.”

“

Rights available

https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/EL-MONJE-Y-LA-HIJA-DEL-VERDUGO_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_Pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu2aPgAgn2IGfGf6LYaOaOvcCZdWA5Y7/view?usp=sharing
https://librosdelzorrorojo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/EL-MONJE-Y-LA-HIJA-DEL-VERDUGO_Libros-del-Zorro-Rojo_Pa%CC%81ginas-de-muestra.pdf
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The Golem
Gustav Meyrink
Illustrated by Alejandra Acosta

160 x 240 mm
Paperback 
248 pgs. 

The Golem is one of the major novels of 
twentieth-century fantasy literature; the 
Viennese writer Gustav Meyrink took the 
Hebrew myth of the clay colossus to his 
highest narrative possibilities, which can 
only be illustrated by those who have 
deciphered the secret name of divinity. 
The hallucinatory life of Athanasius 
Pernath takes place in Prague’s Jewish 
ghetto during the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire’s domination.

After succumbing to the strange influence 
of a hat found in a cathedral, the 
protagonist tries to steer through sordid 
crimes and arcane apparitions, whilst he 
begins to glimpse the mystical nature of 
reality and his own destiny. Mysterious 
characters and ancient medieval legends 
are interwoven in a dreamy and disturbing 
backdrop.

A classic  of  20th centur y l i terature,  essential  for  fantasy lovers.

G O T H I C

“And in the same way that Golem turned into a mud statue
at the very moment the mysterious syllable of life was taken from his mouth,

it seems to me that all these men would collapse soulless 
the very instant that any minimal concept 

or useless custom was erased from their mind.”

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pV4G6W1_Zd5BZFYYXEy4_rKPE3uOLxm5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10gB8crsjul4qKkfX8Q_PuOR1ZdK4Z3ov/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pV4G6W1_Zd5BZFYYXEy4_rKPE3uOLxm5/view?usp=sharing
mailto:rights%40librosdelzorrorojo.com?subject=
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Aura
Carlos Fuentes 
Illustrated by Alejandra Acosta

165 x 240 mm
Hardback 
72 pgs.

From the very first lines, you will be 
absorbed in this game of mirrors that will 
see the reader  reflected in the protagonist 
and will immerse you  in the unsettling 
atmosphere of Aura, riddled with 
ambiguous shadows and murky silences. 
You will walk, with muffled steps, through 
the captivating enviroment of an old 
manor house which draws the shilouette 
of a labyrinth outside of time. 

After two decades without reprint, Aura is 
once again being published in Spain. The 
illustrations of Alejandra Acosta intensify 
contrasts and give tangible form to this 
mirage, like an oasis that invites the 
reader to enter its shifting sands..

A jewel  from one of  the Latin American Boom authors

G O T H I C

“You won’t look at your watch again, this useless object 
that falsely measures a time in agreement with human vanity, these hands 

that tediously mark the long hours, invented to deceive true time 
the time which passes with an insulting speed, mortal, 

that no watch or clock can gauge.”

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12X1bwoIN3APA0KSiLJN5oW8gzW0ahC4h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18JvsUBmgI25Hy-_a9BpCMekgkpPA6xgI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12X1bwoIN3APA0KSiLJN5oW8gzW0ahC4h/view?usp=sharing
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Long before Tarot cards were used to 
arouse occult powers, the decks were 
regarded as works of art to be enjoyed 
during play. Rosanna Staus recovers 
this original symbology in a graphically 
dazzling work, where art and poetry are 
intertwined to re-imagine and give new 
meaning to the cards in this popular game 
dating back to the fourteenth century.

By using engraving techniques and 
working spontaneously and intuitively, 
this German artist depicts the journey of 
the archetypal hero to the underworld. 
Tarot by an artist who veers away from 
traditional iconographic portrayal 
and opens up to multiple personal 
interpretations. A playful proposition, 
conceived as a tool for self-awareness, 
which challenges the reader throughout 
the course of a thrilling journey. 

Wonder Tarot
Rosanna Staus 

150 x 300 mm
Cardboard case
81 pgs.

P L A Y F U L  T A R O T

An extra-large deck for  Tarot  enthusiasts  and art  lovers

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W4PiD4W5fjndple1jS-ut6hjUO0R3H5I/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W4PiD4W5fjndple1jS-ut6hjUO0R3H5I/view?usp=sharing
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Throughout his life, Eduardo Galeano has 
been transcribing his wife’s dreams. 
This book brings Helena’s dreams together 
for the first time in the form of a story. 
Friends, strangers, journeys, exiles and 
reunions are intertwined through an 
itinerary of adventures. 

Isidro Ferrer has been able to interpret, 
through exquisite sculptures, all the 
beauty of these stories dreamt for 
dreamers of any age. 

Helena’s Dreams
Eduardo Galeano 
Illustrated by Isidro Ferrer

Fuente: Público

160 x 240 mm
Hardback
64 pgs. 

The most  intimate book by the author of  Open Veins of  Latin America

L A T I N  A M E R I C A N  L I T E R A T U R E 

/  M E M O R I E S 
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“Sleeping, she saw us. 
Helena dreamt that we were queuing in an airport the same as all airports

and we were made to pass, through a machine, our pillows.
In each pillow, the pillow from last night, the machine read the dreams. 

It was a dangerous dream detecting machine 
for the safety of the general public.”

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hrAB1aYxAVHnpIhoIrn9-sYxvpcQ2-Zb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hrAB1aYxAVHnpIhoIrn9-sYxvpcQ2-Zb/view?usp=sharing
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/  S H O R T  S T O R Y 

The Pursuer is one of Julio Cortázar’s 
greatest literary achievements and a 
classic of 20th century literature.  With 
an existential background, the story 
describes the final days of Johnny Carter, 
a virtuoso saxophonist whose life takes 
place on the knife-edge between lucidity 
and self-destruction. Since its publication 
in 1959, this tribute by Cortázar to the 
genius Charlie Parker has aroused the 
passion of innumerable readers, who have 
considered it, like Rayuela, a formative 
experience. 

The great illustrator José Muñoz has been 
able to interpret with extraordinary talent 
the depth of this fiction in which jazz, 
nights of insomnia and Paris in the 50’s 
are the framework for an incomparable 
story. 

The Pursuer
Julio Cortázar
Illustrated by José Muñoz

145 x 215 mm
Hardback / Paperback
96 pgs. 

A bri l l iant  tr ibute by Cortázar to Charl ie  Parker’s  genius
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“I am as lonely as this cat, and much more lonely 
because I know I am, and it doesn’t. Condemned, it is sticking 

its claws in my hand. Bruno, jazz is not just music, 
and I am not just Johnny Carter.”

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AvzA_zpJGAPP_jtZPH__RLlogoZvE1_V/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AvzA_zpJGAPP_jtZPH__RLlogoZvE1_V/view?usp=sharing
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This is the first illustrated edition 
compiling stories by one of the leading 
figures in 20th-century South American 
prose, which has forever been overlooked 
in Spanish literature. The singularity of his 
narrative was admired by Benedetti and 
Galeano. This collection of stories reveals 
Barrett’s more literary side, which never 
forsakes the social criticism and demands 
to which we grew accustomed in his 
journalistic pieces.

The committed Valencian illustrator Clara 
Iris highlights the significance of the 
author’s thinking through ink, strokes and 
biting irony. 

Chickens 
and Other Tales
Rafael Barrett  
Illustrated by Clara-Iris

145 x 210 mm
Paperback
64 pgs.

S H O R T  S T O R I E S

Barret  is  an barely known totem of  Latin America l i terature

““From then on I saw his face over the fence, his inquisitive 
and hostile gaze, identical to mine. His chickens crossed the fence 

and devoured the soaked corn consecrated to mine. 
The other chickens struck me as criminals.”

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OYONp0nkzyL1UlY1FAaFlHGQXXbVs0Mq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OYONp0nkzyL1UlY1FAaFlHGQXXbVs0Mq/view?usp=sharing
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E N G L I S H  S A M P L E  H E R E

205 x 153 mm
Hardback
64 pgs. 

This young English author courageously 
tells her story of suffering and overcoming 
depression by using a black dog as a 
metaphor, which has accompanied her 
since she was born. “Hearing that this 
story has helped other people feel less 
alone has, in turn, made me feel less 
alone, too”, the author explains. 

At a time when prejudices against 
mental illnesses coexist with a new 
narrative to understand them, Blegvad 
describes, using direct prose and simple 
drawing in black ink, a complex process 
of reconciliation with her darkest, 
innermost issues. Readers will see their 
own fears and anxieties reflected, but will 
come away with a positive and hopeful 
message...

Dog Years
Kaye Blegvad

G R A P H I C  N O V E L 

A portrait  of  this  generation’s  anguish and resi l ience 

“When I was born, I was born with a dog. We came home from the hospital 
together. The dog was pretty laid back at the beginning – a quiet presence. 

(…) When I hit my teens, something set the dog off and it went nuts.”

“One thing I’ve noticed, the older I get, is how many dogs there are around. 
For a long time I think I couldn’t see out from under mine. But now that it’s 

backed off a bit, I realize that most people have one.” 

“

Rights available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12JhsVUPsi10yUDe1AJnXZQ9-9p7qIP3Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UXoFokjVoGMgbeKYu4aXhNyXCa5whdMR/view?usp=sharing
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